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Long-range intermolecular interaction between broken DNA fragments

Anatoliy O. Pinchuk and Vladimir I. Vysotskii
Kyiv T. Shevchenko University, 252033 Kyiv, Ukraine

~Received 10 November 1999; revised manuscript received 4 April 2000; published 22 February 2001!

We analyzed the long-range intermolecular interaction between fragments of broken DNA. We considered
two constituents of long-range intermolecular interaction. The first is a net electrostatic Coulomb interaction
between charges, involved in a structure of opposite nucleotides, which we evaluate using Debye-Huckel
theory. The second one is the Van der Waals interaction between the nucleotides. The general Lifshitz theory
of Van der Waals forces was used to evaluate this interaction. Numerical calculations showed that a repulsive
force between broken DNA fragments can arise in specific cases. This repulsion can prevent DNA from
repairing itself after a double-strand break. The height of the barrier decreases with an increase of the ionic
strength of the intracellular milieu, or with a reduction of its viscosity.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The genetic macromolecule DNA is continually expos
to a wide variety of chemical and physical agents that
damage its structure. The most dangerous consequenc
such exposure is a double-strand break of DNA. A sketch
a double-strand break is shown in Fig. 1~c!. Structural dam-
age interferes with DNA replication and transcription, a
thus can lead to the loss and distortion of information sto
in DNA @1#. Biological consequences of such damage
clude cell death and mutation, events that may cause ca
mental retardation, and reduced growth and development@2#.
The cell contains special enzymes which work to repair da
aged DNA. The effectiveness of this enzymatic repair
pends crucially on the long-range interaction between bro
parts of the DNA double helix. In our previous work@3,4#,
we developed a model of the dispersion characteristics
interacting nucleotides, and showed the nonmonotonic c
acter ~including both repulsion and attraction! of the long-
range interaction between broken DNA fragments. In so
specific cases a repulsive potential barrierV(R0).0 arises
inside the breakage area (0,R0,R). The presence of such
barrier can sharply hinder the processes of DNA repair,
can even make this process impossible.

The total energy of the long-range interaction betwe
end pairs of nucleotides situated in the area of DNA doub
strand break involves two terms:

U5UQ1UVDW. ~1!

The first termUQ ~electrostatic energy! corresponds to the
net Coulomb interaction of charges involved in the struct
of opposite nucleotides. The second termUVDW corresponds
to the total Van der Waals interaction of the opposite nuc
otides pairs, also called the dispersion interaction. In
work we present a detailed analysis of the total long-ra
intermolecular interaction of end pairs of nucleotides loca
in the area of DNA double-strand break.

II. ELECTROSTATIC INTERACTION
OF WATSON-CRICK PAIRS NEAR A

DOUBLE-STRAND BREAK

The electrostatic component of the long-range interac
@Eq. ~1!# represents the total energy of pair Coulombic int
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actions Ui , j
Q of the charges, facing each other across

double-strand break,

UQ5(
i 51

Na

(
j 51

Nb

Ui , j
Q , ~2!

where Na and Nb are the number of atoms in a Watso
Crick pair of nucleotidesGC or AT (Na529 for GC, Nb

527 for AT); Ui , j
Q is the energy of a pair Coulombic inter

action of chargesQi andQj @see Fig. 1~d!#. We consider the
charge distribution on the Watson-Crick nucleotide pairsGC
or AT, taking into account the real geometry of the char
location @see Fig. 1~a!#. The distribution of the charge den
sity on the surface of nucleotides was calculated for ma
nucleotides and their derivatives. The contribution ofs and
p electrons was evaluated by Del Re and Huckel meth
@5#.

We used the Debye-Huckel theory@6# to evaluate the
Coulombic interaction, which considers an ion solution
mobile light hydrated electronse2 and heavy ions Na1, K1,
Cl2, Ca21, Mg21, Mn1, H1, OH2, and others. According
to this theory, the energy of the Coulombic interactionUi , j

Q

between charges distributed on the surface of nucleotide
found by solving the Poisson-Boltzmann equation@6#

¹2c̃52
4pe2

«w~0!kbT (
z

nz
0e2zc̃, ~3!

where c̃5ec/kbT is the normalized electrostatic potentia
«w(0) is the static~at v50) value of the dielectric permit-
tivity of intracellular liquid, andnz

0 is the concentration of an
ion species of valencez at a point in the salt solution wher
the potential is most conveniently taken to be zero. T
nonlinear differential equation for the electrostatic poten
is considerably simplified in case ofzc̃!1. Using the linear
approximation e2zc̃'12zc̃, the linearized Poisson
Boltzmann equation is

¹2c̃5k2c̃, ~4!
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FIG. 1. ~a! Coordinates of atoms for aGC nucleotide pair.~b! The coordinates of atoms for anAT nucleotide pair.~c! The sketch of the
double strand break of DNA.~d! The charge density distribution for the nucleotides.
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where k258pn/«w(0)kbT is the Debye constant andn
5 1

2 (znz
0z2 is the ionic strength of the solution. The intrace

lular milieu is bulk neutral:(znz
0z50.

The analytical solution of the linearized Poisso
Boltzmann equation~4! was found for the case of two
charged spheres with radiia1 and a2 and the constan
chargesQi andQj . The total energy of the electrostatic in
teraction between two charges in the ionic solution has
form @6#

Ui j
Q5

QiQj

«w~0!r i j
exp2k(r i j 2ai2aj ), ~5!

where r i j is the distance between the two fractiona
charged atoms. The corresponding radii of atomsai andaj ,
involved in the structure of interacting nucleotides, we
taken from the literature@5#.

III. VAN DER WAALS INTERACTION OF NUCLEOTIDES
NEAR A DOUBLE-STRAND BREAK

The second part of expression~1! characterizes the Van
der Waals interactionUVDW5(k51

2 ( l 51
2 Uk,l

VDW between the
nucleotide pairs on opposite sides of a DNA double-stra
break. HereUk,l

VDW is the energy of the Van der Waals inte
action between individual nucleotidesk and l.

A. General electrodynamic interaction of nucleotide pairs

The energy of the dispersion interaction of two nuc
otides in the intracellular milieu is best described by L
shitz’s general theory of Van der Waals forces@7#. Here we
apply this theory to the specific geometry of interacti
nucleotides.

The dispersive interaction between two spherical partic
in the intracellular milieu a distanceR apart can be written
@7#

Uk,l
VDW~R!52

27\

16p3

VkVl

R6

3E
0

` @« l~ i j!2«w~ i j!#@«k~ i j!2«w~ i j!#

@« l~ i j!12«w~ i j!#@«k~ i j!12«w~ i j!#
dj,

~6!

where« l( i j) and «k( i j) are the dielectric permittivities o
the interacting particles as functions of the imaginary f
quencyv5 i j; «w( i j) is the dielectric permittivity of the
intracellular milieu, andVk and Vl are the volumes of the
particles.

Expression~6! holds for short distancesR!l0, wherel0
is the characteristic absorption wavelength of the partic
This expression directly determines the energy of the dis
sive interaction between two nucleotides on opposite side
a DNA double-strand break of large widthR, provided that
R̄k,l,R!l0. HereR̄k,l[ASk,l'7 Å is the typical linear size
of nucleotides andSk ,Sl'50 Å2 the area of nucleotide sur
faces.
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We emphasize that the total energy of the dispersive
teractionUVDW includes the energy of the interaction of e
ery nucleotide with both of the nucleotides of the pair on t
opposite side of the DNA double-strand break. It is ve
important that calculation of the dispersive energy of DN
fragments can be done considering only the final nucleo
pairs ~i.e., without considering of the pairs, more remov
from the DNA double-strand break!. This arises from the
rapid @proportional to (R1nL)26# decrease of the contribu
tion to the energy of far removed (n.0) nucleotide pairs.
HereL53.4 Å is the nucleotide spacing along DNA.

In the limiting case of small distances between nuc
otidesR,R̄l ,k andR!l0, their dispersive interaction can b
approximated by the interaction between two parallel pla
@7#. In this approximation the dispersive interaction is d
scribed by the pressure of the fluctuating electromagn
field on the surface of the planes:

Pk,l~R!5
\

8p2R3E0

`@« l~ i j!2«w~ i j!#@«k~ i j!2«w~ i j!#

@« l~ i j!1«w~ i j!#@«k~ i j!1«w~ i j!#
dj.

~7!

For planes with areaSl or Sk the corresponding energy o
the interaction is described by the expression

Uk,l
VDW~R!52

\

16p2

S̃N

R2

3E
0

`@« l~ i j!2«w~ i j!#@«k~ i j!2«w~ i j!#

@« l~ i j!1«w~ i j!#@«k~ i j!1«w~ i j!#
dj,

~8!

whereS̃N is the effective area of the smaller (Sl or Sk) of the
two interacting nucleotidesl andk, lying on opposite sides o
the double-strand break. For this planelike geometry the
ergy of the dispersive interactionUVDW5( i 51

2 Ui ,i
VDW ac-

counts for the interaction of each of the nucleotides o
with the nucleotide directly on the opposite side of t
double-strand break.

FIG. 2. The calculated Van der Waals energy of interact
betweenCG-CG nucleotide pairs.~a! Calculation according to Eq
~7!—solid curve. ~b! Calculation according to Eq.~9!—dashed
curve.~c! Interpolation—dotted curve.
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The most interesting range of distances is near the crit
valueR'R̄k,l , which divides the regions where expressio
~6! and ~8! apply. For such a range ofR neither relation~6!
nor ~8! is valid.

To find the dependenceUk,l
VDW in the whole range of dis-

tancesR ~including the areaR'R̄k,l), we interpolated ex-
pressions~6! and ~8! from the regionsR<2R̄k,l and R

>2R̄i , j ~where these expressions are valid! into the region
R̄k,l /2<R<2R̄k,l . The dependence of the Van der Waa
energy of the nucleotide pairsCG-CG is shown in Fig. 2.
Our approach allows us to calculate with high precision
energy of the Van der Waals interaction~and accordingly the
total energy of interaction! of the opposite nucleotide pair
for all distances.

B. Dispersion characteristics of nucleotides
and intracellular liquid

In general, the sign and character of the Van der Wa
interaction are defined by the dependence of the disper
characteristics of the interacting nucleotides and the intra
lular liquid in the entire spectral range~from vmin50 up to
x-ray frequenciesvmax'c/R). The total interaction, its sign
and the dependence on the distanceR, are determined by a
balance of a number of separate components with diffe
signs and values in the different spatial and spectral reg
@Eqs.~1!, ~2!, ~6!, and~8!#. This is true for both the electro
static and electrodynamic interactions. Expressions~6! and
~8! show that the sign of the dispersion interaction c
change depending on the dispersion of the dielectric per
tivity of nucleotides and intracellular liquid in different fre
quency ranges. For this reason small errors in the value

TABLE I. Water spectral parameters@6#.

Microwave range: Debay relaxation

d574.8, 1/t51.0531011 rad/s56.531025 eV

IR range: damped oscillator form

vn , eV f n , eV2 gn , eV

2.0731022 6.2531024 1.531022

6.931022 3.531023 3.831022

9.231022 1.2831023 2.831022

2.031021 5.6931023 2.531022

4.231021 1.3531022 5.631022

UV range: damped oscillator form
v j , eV f j , eV2 gj , eV

8.25 2.68 0.51
10.0 5.67 0.88
11.4 12.0 1.54
13.0 26.3 2.05
14.9 33.8 2.96
18.5 92.8 6.25
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parameters can lead to large errors in the final value of
interaction, and even to an uncertainty in the interaction. T
use of purely modeled values@4# for the dielectric permit-
tivities does not provide sufficient precision. In this work th
dependences«k(v), « l(v), and«w(v) were obtained from
experimental UV and IR spectra of the nucleotides and
intracellular liquid. The dispersion characteristics of the
teracting nucleotides were found from a Kramers-Kron
analysis of the absorption spectra@8#. The dielectric permit-
tivity of the intracellular aqueous solution was divided in
Debye dipolar and damped resonance terms. The Debye
laxation depends on the temperature and the viscosity of
ter ~relaxation timet). Furthermore, water shows strong a
sorption~and charge fluctuations! at infrared and ultraviolet
frequencies. In the x-ray range the dielectric permittivity
water has the form@6#

ew~v!512
vp

2

v2
, ~9!

where\vp545 eV is the plasma frequency energy for w
ter.

Quasifree hydrated electrons in the intracellular mili
also influence the interaction between the nucleotides.
additional term in the dielectric permittivity of water, due
the availability of quasifree hydrated electrons, is given b

eg~v!52
4pnge2

mS v21 i
v

tg
D , ~10!

where ng is the concentration of hydrated electrons,tg
'7.831024c is the relaxation time of hydrated electron
@4#, and e and m are the charge and mass of the hydra
electrons. We note that the effect of the heavy ions in
liquid intracellular milieu on the permittivity is negligible
due to their large mass.

Thus the dielectric permittivity of water is given by

FIG. 3. The calculated energy of interaction between orien
CG-CG nucleotide pairs.~a! Electrostatic energy—dashed curv
~b! electrodynamic energy—dotted curve.~c! Total energy—solid
curve.
4-4
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e~v!511
d

12 i
v

t

1 (
n51

11
f n

vn
22v22 ignv

2
4pnge2

mS v21 i
v

tg
D .

~11!

The spectral parametersd, f n , andgn , which characterize
the dielectric permittivity of water, are given in Table I.

IV. NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS AND DISCUSSION

We calculated the total energy between the ends o
double-strand break based on the expressions for the C
lomb @Eq. ~5!# and Van der Waals@Eqs.~6!–~8!# interaction
between the end pairs of nucleotides. We show the dep
dence of the electrostatic energy of the oriented pairs
nucleotidesCG-CG in Fig. 3 ~dashed curve!. The electro-
dynamic component of the energy~dotted curve! and the
total energy~solid curve! for the same nucleotide pairs a
also shown in Fig. 3.

The electrostatic and electrodynamic energies are mo
tonic: the Coulomb interaction is repulsive and the Van

FIG. 4. The total energy of interaction between orient
CG-CG nucleotide pairs as a function of the distance betwe
them and the Debye constant of the intracellular milieu.~a!
k50—solid curve. ~b! k5107—dashed curve. ~c!
k52.53107—dotted curve.~e! k553107—small dotted curve.
The viscosity of the intracellular liquid isn5n0.

FIG. 5. The total energy of interaction between orient
CG-CG nucleotide pairs as a function of the distance betwe
them and the Debye constant of the intracellular milieu.~a!
k50—solid curve. ~b! k5107—dashed curve. ~c!
k52.53107—dotted curve.~e! k553107—small dotted curve.
The viscosity of the intracellular liquid isn510n0.
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Waals interaction is attractive. The total energy of the int
action is nonmonotonic. Thus, as a result of the long ra
interaction, a potential barrierU'3kbT appears in a range o
R. This potential barrier can prevent the DNA from repairin
after a double-strand break. Our numerical calculations
the total energy have shown that the ion composition of
intracellular milieu and its viscosity affect the height of th
repulsive barrier. The calculated dependence of the total
ergy for the pairsCG-CG as a function of the distanceR
between them and of the ionic strength of the intracellu
solution are presented in Fig. 4. As shown in Fig. 4, t
height of the barrier decreases toV'0.9kbT with an increas-
ing Debye constant up tok52.53107 ~dotted curve!, at
which the influence of this barrier on the repair process c
siderably decreases. An increase in the viscosity of the in
cellular aqueous solution up ton510n0 leads to a decreas
in the height of the repairing barrier down toV'2kbT for
the pairCG-CG ~Fig. 5!. The calculated dependence of th
total energy between the nucleotide pairsCG-CG with the
viscosity of intracellular liquid,n5100n0 is presented in
Fig. 6. In this figure the height of the barrier decreases do
to V'0.6kbT.

n

n

FIG. 6. The total energy of interaction between orient
CG-CG nucleotide pairs as a function of the distance betwe
them and the Debye constant of the intracellular milieu.~a!
k50—solid curve. ~b! k5107—dashed curve. ~c!
k52.53107—dotted curve.~e! k553107—small dotted curve.
The viscosity of the intracellular liquid isn5100n0.

FIG. 7. The total energy of interaction between orientedTA-TA
nucleotide pairs as a function of the distance between them and
ionic strength of the intracellular milieu.~a! k50—solid curve.~b!
k5107—dashed curve.~c! k52.53107—dotted curve. ~d! k
553107—small dotted curve. The viscosity of the intracellul
liquid is n5n0.
4-5
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The repulsive barrierV'0.5kbT appears betweenTA-TA
nucleotide pairs at the physiological viscosityn5n0 and the
same distanceR. Increasing the viscosity of the intracellula
solution decreases this barrier~Fig. 7!. All other configura-
tions of oriented pairs of nucleotides have no such bar
@V(R),0# in the region of the double-strand break, and t
total energy of interaction is always attractive.

Our calculation the electrostatic interaction between fr
tionally charged bases neglected the electrostatic interac
between phosphate groups. To check the influence of th
groups, we calculated the total energy ofCG-CG pairs on
opposite sides of a double-strand break, taking into acco
the electrostatic interaction between the fractionally char
bases and phosphate groups. We considered two situatio
when the phosphate groups are on the same side of
double strand break, and when they are on opposite sides@1#.
The fractional charges on the phosphate groups were ta
from Ref. @5#, but we believe that due to the much fast
relaxation of electrons in fractionally charged atoms of
phosphate group, the oxygen atom facing the break will
quickly changed~due to the rupture of the 3- or 5-in. bon
between the phosphate and the sugar ring!. We consider two
extreme situations: when the oxygen atom facing the br
area has the same fractional charge as the nonbroken st
and when this oxygen atom is neutralized. Note that the
tual interaction energy will be between these two extrem

FIG. 8. The effect of the electrostatic interaction between ph
phate groups on the total long-range interaction.~a! The interaction
betweenCG-CG bases without accounting for electrostatic inte
actions between phosphates~solid curve!. ~b! Accounting for frac-
tionally charged phosphate groups on different sides of the dou
strand break~dashed curve!. ~c! The same as~b!, except that an
oxygen atom in phosphate group is neutral~dotted curve!.
g.

t.
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As seen in Fig. 8, the barrier to repair is decreased for fr
tional charged phosphates, and is increased if the oxy
facing the break is neutralized. As mentioned above, the
tual total energy will be between these two extremes. T
same situation occurs when the phosphate groups are on
posite sides of the break~Fig. 9!. Thus the influence of the
charged phosphate groups can be neglected in this prob

This study is a continuation of previous work@3,4#, where
only the dispersive interaction between separate nucleot
in solution was studied. Including the Coulomb interacti
between nucleotides can lead to a barrier to DNA repair.

Thus in this work a detailed analysis of the net interm
lecular interaction of end pairs of nucleotides on oppos
sides of a DNA double-strand break was performed. W
showed that a repulsive barrierV(R).0 with an amplitude
of severalkbT can arise between oriented pairs of nuc
otides CG-CG and TA-TA. The height of this barrier is
reduced with an increase of the ionic strength force or v
cosity of the intracellular milieu. An understanding of th
formation and repair of single- and double-strand DN
breaks is an important step in resolving the many hea
problems associated with exposure to DNA-damag
agents.
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FIG. 9. The effect of the electrostatic interaction between ph
phate groups on the total long-range interaction.~a! The interaction
betweenCG-CG bases without accounting for electrostatic inte
actions between phosphates~solid curve!. ~b! Accounting for frac-
tionally charged phosphate groups on same side of the dou
strand break~dashed curve!. ~c! The same as~b!, except that an
oxygen atom in phosphate group is neutral~dotted curve!.
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